
Web Development Group 4/21/04  
 
Present: Boyd, Candido, Juhl, Santos, Walker…. and Cantrell, Morgan 
 
1. Minutes of 3/31/04 meeting 
 
2. Chemistry Library Move 
 
Beth asked the group for suggestions as to the consolidation of the Chemistry and Physics 
Libraries.  Chemistry will close for at least two years on May 7th while the building is being 
renovation.   
 
The group decided to keep the left-hand button for Chemistry for a while in case that was a path 
students were used to using, and then redirect that button to “Physics and Chemistry Libraries.”  
Arthur will redesign header graphic and left hand menu.   
 
Beth will work with Arthur on a draft Physics / Chemistry page that shows Chemistry resources in 
addition to Physics.  
 
3. ILL web pages – ILLiad Question 
 
Beth asked the group about a discussion she and Judy Dye had concerning the ILLiad URL: 
 
http://130.184.237.7/illiad/logon.html 
 
This is an unwieldy address to print on handouts and flyers.  The group will ask Todd if we can 
register the domain name illiad.uark.edu to resolve to 130.84.237.7.  In the meantime, Beth will 
look at adding a folder back to libinfo called /ill that will redirect users to this page.  This will also 
help us count traffic to the ILL site.   
 
Judy Dye has mentioned that she would like to re-work some of the ILLiad main pages to be 
more like a regular department page.  The ILLiad implementation committee had gone with the 
current design to help announce the new service but now perhaps it is time to rethink those 
pages.   
 
4. User Survey 
 
Sarah distributed a list of Elements and Guidelines to Consider.  This document offered 
questions we should ask in redesigning the web site.  The group discussed doing a user survey 
on the web site for 6 months to a year, with general questions based on the StaffWeb survey 
done this spring.  The results will be automatically tabulated in a database.  Sarah will work on a 
draft for the group.   
 
5. StaffWeb Reorganization 
 
Anne Marie distributed a proposed new layout of the main StaffWeb page.  This design was 
based on comments received in the StaffWeb survey.   
The group agreed that the main item needed was an A-Z index of policies and forms, even with 
the Google site search available.  There was some discussion about divisions vs. departments vs. 
functions.  
 
Beth distributed a draft of the never-quite-completed StaffWeb index project: 
 



http://libinfo.uark.edu/staffweb/staffwebindexviewall.asp 
 
The index is a database, which would allow departments to pull into their web page only those 
forms and items of interest.  She asked the group if the time necessary to complete this module 
was justified (the answer seemed to be yes).  Beth also passed around a printout of more than 
700+ files in the main StaffWeb directories.  File management is one of our greatest challenges 
on the StaffWeb, because there are so many contributors.   
 
It was decided that Beth and Arthur would first work on file cleanup, with Mary and Anne Marie’s 
help, before proceeding to the indexing project.   
 
6. Arkansas Periodical Index Recommendation  
 
Beth distributed a draft on the options for bringing API to the web.  Todd is to get prices for 
upgrading DB/TextWorks to Web Publisher Pro.  We will get input from Andrea and Sharon 
before sending the recommendation up to Admin.   
 
 
Next Meeting:  No meeting on May 5th.  Next meeting: Wednesday May 19th.   
 
respectfully submitted,  
 
B. Juhl  


